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**J 796.092 STA**
A collection of anecdotes from the childhoods of famous athletes, including Babe Ruth, Danica Patrick, Peyton Manning, and others.

**J 796.334 DOE**
Briefly describes the careers, lists the achievements, and provides the statistics of significant players in soccer, including Ronaldinho, Gigi Buffon, Sergio Ramos, Samuel Eto'o, and others.

**J B ALI**
The life story of Muhammad Ali is interwoven with moments in contemporary American history.

**J B MORGAN**
Alex Morgan shares her journey to becoming a forward for the Women's US National Team and a 2012 Olympic gold medalist.

**J B ROBINSON**
Smolka, Bo, 1965- author. *Jackie Robinson breaks the color barrier.* Baseball’s color barrier -- Rickey’s "great experiment" -- "Well, this is it" -- Will he get the call? -- A major test -- Jackie Robinson's legacy. Fans watch new sporting events every day. But only a few are truly unforgettable. Relive some of the most amazing and important moments in sports with Greatest Events in Sports History with compelling narratives, classic photographs, and news excerpts that provide detail and context.

**J F ABD**
When eighth-grader Chris’s older brother, Jax, is caught betting on the pick-up basketball games that Chris and his friends play, Chris becomes involved in the police investigation.

**J F BAU**
Moving to Hillcrest, Ohio, when his adoptive father accepts a temporary job, twelve-year-old Jeremiah, a heart transplant recipient, has sixty days to find a baseball team to coach.

**J F BEH**
The overweight and unathletic son of a famous former football star discovers that his equally fat and lazy dog is unexpectedly--and obsessively--interested in competing in dog agility contests.

**J F CHO**
A twelve-year-old boy named Moose moves to Alcatraz Island in 1935 when guards' families were housed there, and has to contend with his extraordinary new environment in addition to life with his autistic sister.
J F FEL  
Zane thinks about little but football until after his second concussion, when his parents say he must take a year off, so when he gets a chance to compete in the Gollywhopper Games he is excited about applying many of the skills that help him excel on the football field to a different kind of competition.

J F GUT  
When Joe travels back in time to correct something for Mickey Mantle, he ends up in 1944 where he meets the Milwaukee Chicks, one of the only all-female professional baseball teams in the history of the game.

J F JET  
Jeter, Derek, 1974-. The contract. 1st ed. New York : Jeter Children's, Simon & Schuster Books for Young Readers, [2014].  
In Kalamazoo, Michigan, eight-year-old Derek Jeter, who dreams of playing for the New York Yankees, learns what it takes to be a champion on and off the field.

J F KOR  
Wild things happen at the South Middle School when Milo's science project, Henrietta the chicken, becomes the hockey team's mascot and their only chance for a winning season.

J F LUP  
Lupica, Mike, author. The extra yard. First edition.  
Teddy has been training all summer with his new friends Jack and Gus to make the new travel football team in Walton, but when his long-absent dad comes back to town and into his life he is faced with a much bigger challenge.

J F LUP  
When the coach's son, Shawn O'Brien, is chosen to play quarterback, eleven-year-old Ben McBain is not surprised--but when he tries to be a good teammate and help the inconsistent Shawn, he is startled to learn that his new friend does not really want the position.

J F RIT  
The fate of a small California town rests on the outcome of one baseball game, and Tom Gallagher hopes to lead his team to victory with the secrets of the now disgraced player, Dante Del Gato.

J F Wol  
In small town, post-World War Oregon, twenty-one 6th grade girls recount the story of an annual softball game, during which one girl's bigotry comes to the surface.

J SC GUY  
Before we begin / by Jon Scieszka -- How I won the World Series / by Dan Gutman -- Find your fire / by Tim Green -- Max swings for the fences / by Anne Ursu -- Against all odds / by Dustin Brown -- The distance / by Jacqueline Woodson -- A short story / by Chris Crutcher -- The choice / by James Brown -- Choke / by Joseph Bruchac -- The trophy / by Gordon Korman -- I will destroy
you, Derek Jeter / by Chris Rylander. A collection of sports stories featuring everything from fighting to friendship, set everywhere from the tennis court to the hockey rink.

Christopher, Matt. *Double play at short*. 1st ed. Boston : Little, Brown, c1995. Twelve-year-old Danny thinks that there is something very familiar about the girl who plays shortstop on the team he faces during the championship series, and his curiosity leads him to a surprising discovery about his own adoption.